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YH-T6 USER MANUAL 
1. Function of the keys: 
 

Switch key: It uses to press turn off under weighing mode and press turn on under power off mode 
 
       :  Accumulative-clear key: It uses to exit under calibration mode 

 
       :  Kg/lb switch key: It uses to move flash bit to left side under calibration mode 
 
         Accumulative-add key: It uses to move flash bit to right side under calibration mode 
 
       ：Tare key: It uses to add the number on the flash bit under calibration mode or switch parameter. 
 
      ： Zero key: It uses to confirm under calibration mode 
 
2. Power on and off  
 
1).Press      around 3 seconds. it begins to self-inspect, then it enters to weighing mode. 
(power-on to pre-heat 15-30 minutes)  If you use rechargeable battery, first you also have to power on, 
but remember to charge the battery fully when using the rechargeable battery at the first time. 
 
2).After power on, if the indicator vibrates from zero point, but it is still in auto zero range (±10% against full span), 
it will come to zero automatically, then zero-point light is on; If it is out of auto zero range, you have to adjust the 
zero point or re-calibrate. 
 
3).Press      around 3 seconds to exist the weighing mode. 
 
3. Zero-setting operation:  
If gross weight of the system is in manual zero range (±2% against full span), press     to make the indicator 
show zero, but if it has tare weight, the indicator can’t be zero.  
 
4. Tare operation:  
When gross weight is over zero and the system is stable, press     to tare, the tare light is on; When the system 
returns to zero point and still has tare weight, press     to exit the net weighing mode, tare weight returns to zero 
and tare light is off, the system returns to gross-weight weighing mode. The max accumulative weight is 999999
（decimal point excludes） 
 
5. Accumulative-add, accumulative-display and accumulative-clear operation: 
     
Step Operation Display Note 

1 

Load the goods, 
when it is stable, 
press     , “accu” 
 
light is on 

[******] 
Display accumulative weight for around 2 seconds, 

“accu” light is on. The max. accumulative weight is 
999999（decimal point excludes） 

[t   **] 
Display accumulative times for around 2 seconds, it 

means how many times you have accumulated. 
The max. accumulative times are 99 

Returns to 
weighing mode, 
“accu” light is off 

[******] 
Returns to weighing mode, “accu” light is off, 
accumulation operation ends 

2 
Ready to 
accumulative-add again 

[  0.00] Make indicator return to zero or tare(Note: the data 
with 2-bit decimal points is an example） 

3 

Load the goods, 
when the number 
is stable, 
accumulate again 

[******] Display all accumulative weight for around 2 
seconds, “accu” light is on 

[t   **] Display accumulative times for around 2 seconds 

[******] Returns to weighing mode, “accu” light is off 
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This is a “Table of Contents preview” for quality assurance 

The full manual can be found at http://the-checkout-tech.com/estore/catalog/ 

 

We also offer free downloads, a free keyboard layout designer, cable diagrams, free help and 
support. 

http://the-checkout-tech.com : the biggest supplier of cash register and scale manuals on the net 
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